
Royal Diamond SIXPLUS500 Map
This MAP is only for Consultants who have reached the rank of Platinum.  The first step, as a Platinum, is to identify which 
of your 3 Front Line Golds, or 6 Front Line Silvers are committed to achieve the Platinum Rank in a time frame that is             
congruent with you reaching your Diamond or Royal Diamond goal. Under each identified person, fill in their Silvers or 
above who you feel are equally committed to achieving the Platinum Rank, representing the Tap Root for each leg.  Create 
a Platinum SIXPLUS500 Map with each person. This will give you a very clear vision of how many (and where) Silvers need 
to be created before you achieve a solid Diamond and Royal Diamond Rank.
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Name or 
date to identify:

 
Target date to qualify:

• Print SIXPLUS500 Maps are located in the New Partner Tool Box
• Use a coloured pencil for names of people who have already achieved Platinum
• In the client section, include name and average amount of monthly sales. 
  Be sure to add your own name and autoship volume as it is also included in achieving your 500 goal.
  To sign up a personal as a Wellness Home Client:  go to http://www.mynikken.com, enter your 
  your ID and password, click on ‘Enroll a Member’ under the My Business Section.

SIXPLUS500 
Your GOAL is to allocate no more than 

14% of your time per ‘active leg’ - 
performing your ‘functional role’ and 
filling in the question marks in your 

TAP ROOT TREE.

Tap Root to 3 Generations to Strengthen each ‘leg’ and to ensure the Stability of Pay 
Rank Qualification. 
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Rhythm Events 
(Team Attendance) Goal:

Oct Convention #’s

4th Qrt HBM #’s 

Aug Quarterly #’s

3rd Qrt HBM #’s

May Quarterly #’s

2nd Qrt HBM #’s 

Feb Quarterly #’s

1st Qrt HBM #’s

Nov Quarterly #’s

Business Incentive Goal 
(target date to qualify):

Auto/Home Program

President’s Club 

Millionaire’s Club

Leadership Council


